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We firmly believe that God created us in his image, and every animal, and every creature.  We also 
testify that he created the dinosaurs and that they lived with Adam and man. This shows us they were 

not millions of years old and we did not evolve from apes.

I've been on a journey to learn, with my family, how dinosaurs fit into the Holy Scriptures.

Do Science and Religion work together or oppose? 

THIS IS NOT JUST ABOUT DINOSAURS. 

THIS HAS DOCTRINAL AND SPIRITUAL IMPLICATIONS AFFECTING OUR DIVINE IDENTITY.

Our children are being taught they evolved from apes; Is this accurate? Or should we trust the accuracy of the 

scriptural accounts that tell us God created all animals and caused them to reproduce in their own sphere and 

element. Is it also accurate that we were created in the image of God?
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"I, God, created the 
heavens and the Earth"                                                                           

God used matter unorganized to create the stars 
and planets in the heavens.  He moved upon the face of 

the waters  to create our water filled planet.                                                                    

Water forms a perfect sphere in space and water 
gives life to all things.  Credit: Universal Model
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The doctrine of the creation is   
vital to our foundational 
understanding of the Gospel. 

If God created us in His image and He created all 
the animals as stated in scriptures; then we did not 
evolve by random chance, and the scriptures are 
literal and accurate.    

This shows that accurate scripture records HOLD 
THE KEY to SALVATION through his son Jesus 
Christ!

An important doctrine: 

Ammon, when he taught King Lam-
oni, opened to the scriptures and be-
gan at the Creation. ALMA 18:36

We were made in the image of God.         
This is so important that it is referenced at leat 9 times in canonized scripture:

• 1 Cor 11:7 - he is the image and glory of God
• Abraham 4:26 - let us go down and form man in our image 
• Moses 6:9 - In the image of his own body, male and female, created he 

them, and blessed them,
• Moses 2:26 - Let us make man in our image after our likeness
• Alma 22:12 - how God created man after his own image  
• Alma 18:34 - in the beginning was created after the image of God
• Mosiah 7:27 - he said that man was created in the image of God
• Ether 3:15 - Yea, even all men were created in the beginning after mine 

own image
• Gen 1:26 - God said, Let us make man in our image, after our likeness
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MODERN PROPHETS SPEAK 
ON THE MATTER: 

"Surely no one with reverence for God could believe 
that His children evolved from slime or from rep-

tiles.”   

~ Boyd K Packer

"Yet some people erroneously think that 
these marvelous physical attributes hap-

pened by chance or resulted from a big bang 
somewhere. Ask yourself, could an explosion 
in a printing shop produce a dictionary? The 
likelihood is most remote. But if so, it could 
never heal its own torn pages or reproduce 

its own newer editions!”           

By Russell M. Nelson " Thanks Be to God,"  April 2012
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vv

Were there dinosaurs 
in the Garden of Eden?      
We say YES! and we will show you the 

evidences we have found on this spiritual 
and sceintific journey of discovery.
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vv

God created "every thing which creepeth." 
He specifically mentions the cattle, the whales, the birds, 

and commanded them to reproduce after their kind. 
This Professor at BYU, Jeffrey R. Chadwick, did some work 

on the hebrew translation on whales. His unpublished 
essay finds another look at the translation. He describes 

how the hebrew word could actually be referencing a large 
reptile.

created the Great Tannin in Hebrew 
meaning Dragon or crocodile.

Gdlim" meaning great or stetched out. This could mean the great 

reptiles with stretched out necks. or what we would refer to today as 

sauropod dinosaurs such as Brachiosaurus. 

Dinosaurs might be mentioned in the first 
chapter of all scripture.  

Hebrew translation shows the word "thninm" or Tan-
nin meaning Crocodile, monster, reptile, or Dragon. 
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(spoiler alert) We hope to demonstrate that they were 
nearly wiped out by a universal flood.  That the dino-
saurs after the flood were called dragons. and that the 
evidence for ape to human evolution is non-existent, 
revealing a failing psuedotheory.  Please come along 
on this journey for truth with us!

Job 40 in the Bible. Behold now Behemoth. God tells Job to 
behold this animal. God does not tell Job to behold 
something he cannot see. This is an animal that ex-
isted along with Job his description is detailed in the 

good book:

• His bones are like bars of Iron,
• He moveth his tail like a cedar.
• is bones are as strong pieces of 

brass; 
• his bones are like bars of iron. 
• He is the chief of the ways of 

God: 
• his nose pierceth through snares.
• Chief of the ways of God. 

Dinosaur 
and Man
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Pottery found in Egypt displays long necked animals. These ones 
are large in comparison to the men 

around them. They seem to be roping 
or taming them. 

In Glen Rose, Texas, they have been 
digging up dinosaur tracks next to 

human tracks in the Paluxy river for-
mation.

This carving is found 
in the ruins of ancient 
temples in Ankor wat 
Cambodia. It seems to 
depict an animal sim-
ilar to a stegosaurus 
with plates on its back.

Dinosuars and man living together, what a crazy idea in today's age with the dominant 
theory of evolution and millions of years. There is more evidences as we will show in the Bi-

ble, Book of Mormon, and fossil and historical records.  

Paluxy river formation theropod tracks near human 
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Researcher, Vance Nelson, documented his 
recent journey to the Amazon rainforest in 
Peru. He demonstrates how the carbon-14 
“plasma oxidation” validates an ancient 
depiction of what appears to be a sauropod 
dinosaur surrounded by nine hunters. Tests 
were performed at a secular university in the 
USA, and the results indicated that the rock 
wall depiction was painted about 1300 BC – 
most likely, after a successful hunt!

This is animal that lived with man and was appa-
rantly hunted here by these natives.

The Ica stones in peru have some renoun 
as they are depicting dinosaurs with man 

riding or hunting them. 

 His book "Amazon Expedition" is for sale

DINOSAURS CONTEMPORANEOUS WITH MAN
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Other man made figurines of dinosaur like crea-
tures show one man riding on top. 

Middle eastern carvings that have survived rigorous weather 
for thousands of years depict long neck creatures nothing like a 

girraffe.  Note the long tails as well. 

In Austraila this cave art is depicting men throwing spears at 
a water dwelling creature with a long neck and fins. It appar-
ently ate one of their friends and the men are getting retribu-

tion with their spears if lucky.

Can we 
use Fred 
Flinstone as 
historical 
evidence?

DINOSAURS, DINOSAURS EVERYWHERE!
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In my Home state of Utah 
there is a very interesting 

native American petroglyph 
of a long necked animal de-

picted under Kachina Bridge, 
at Natural Bridges National 

Monument.

Hiking down into the 
steep canyon was an 
adventure with small 

children. However, the 
greater challenge lie 

ahead.
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The Native American Petroglyphs were much higher than expected and un-
reachable by foot. After rigging a clever contraption, to reach our goal, I found 

myself stuck on top of the clif outcropping. My wife, unable to get me down or to 
carry me home if I were to break a leg, waited until we were able to find some 

passer bys who helped with the decent! 

The petroglyps were authentic and interesting. We were happy to have returned home safely 
and seen amazing, ancient petroglyphs.  I was later marveling a the large bird compared to 

the small man. 
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Why are there long necked dinosaur 
looking animals next to 9 other real 
known animals today surrounding 

Bells Tomb?

    Bishop Bell's tomb in Gloucoster England
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Why would Babylonians depict these long necked animals alongside a realistic lion and 
bulls if they were not animals they had witnessed?

The Ishtar Gate of Babylon
Uncovered in Modern Day Iraq.

The gate is displaying Bulls, Lions, and Dragons.  It 
was built in approximatley 575 B.C.

The excavation of the city gate ruins began in 1899.  
In 1902 the Gate was found and excavated.
After war broke out the excavations stopped until 
1979 when Saddam Hussein began to rebuild the 
ancient gate on the ruins.

Today Berlin’s Pergamon Museum displays these 
larger replicas of the gate. 
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Many who have spent their lives studying scripture and internal-
izing doctrines of divine identity might be less swayed by psuedo-
science and false doctrines. 
Whereas, others may have been swayed some by the supposed 

WHY DOES THIS
MATTER?

Sometimes I hear: "I'm not into dinosaurs, Jeremy"  
or "It doesn't matter to me if the dinosaurs were 
millions of years old."
Here are two reasons this is improtant to everyone:

1) If you are looking for meaning in your life, 
knowiing who you are and where you come from 
are vital. If you originated from an ape or from God 
changes everything. It affects our actions, our goals, 
and dreams. 
2) The truth always matters. "The truth shall make 
you free".  John 8:32. We could go deeper into this, 
but ultimately we should seek after and desire truth 
because truth prevails for eternity and it matters in 
1,000 years. 

If the dinosaurs aren't millions of years old there is no time for 
the supposed mechanism for animals to transition and evolve 
from one kind to another.  It has never been observed in our day. 
A dog has never given birth to a cat.  Deep time is required for 
this fairy tale to have a chance.

With evolution being the only substantial opposition to giving 
God the credit for design and intentional creation.  Once evo-
lutionary theory is removed there is only a divine creation of all 
things.  This then supports that we are created by God in his im-
age and we are his children, Heirs to his throne and accountable 
on earth for our actions.  Removing God is arguably the biggest 
motivation for evolutionists.  
In a trial case we would find the motive and the mechanism. We 
have, and will identify and dissolve both of these. 
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As we look at the data with NEW EYES we can see a totally different picture. 

We will show you later how the prevailing paradigm has hindered real scien-
tific discovery. When people let false assumptions lead progress is blocked. 

 
This is common to all people. We have inherent and undeniable bias in our 

actions, simply because we are human. We have experiences and beliefs that 
influence the data we process and how we interpret that.  

No one willingly wants to self incriminate.  Humans want to protect them-
selves. In a courtroom we have the 5th amendemnt so that a person doesn't 
have to testify against themself. As long as bias is disclosed and transparent 

the receiver will know the motive, and all parties are informed.  This is proper 
human interaction with integrity.  

My bias is clear; I come from a religious view. 
I want to prove the scriptures accurate and 

true.  

Are scientists disclosing their bias and glasses 
to which they interpret the data? In the sec-
tion on Lucy the "missing link" we will show 

the strong bias of the discoverer.  

Many are blind to truths right in front of them. 
 

Jesus taught "those with eyes to see and ears 
to hear" teaching that we have to seek for and 

desire to learn or it will go right past us. 

"You are the lens through which you see the world" Stephen Covey

Do you see an old woman or a young lady? Perception can change with new data.

Changing Perception:
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THE SCRIPTURES ACCURATELY DEPICTED FLYING REPTILES:
1 Nephi 1:17 – “…because of their iniquity. He sent fiery flying serpents among them; and after they were bitten he prepared a way 
that they might be healed; and the labor which they had to perform was to look.”

Could this ancient painting be a closer representation of a 
fiery serpent or the cockatrice?

As fire produced light in ancient times, this might 
explain the fire attribute of this flying serpent.  
This article documents sightings of a flying animal 
similar to this pictured above. 
More info here: https://www.genesispark.com/essays/fiery-serpent/

Herodotos, A Greek historian documented serpents 
that could fly. " These winged drakontes were said to live 
under frankincense (Boswellia) trees in the Arabian Desert. 
To gather the incense, the Arabians burned styrax (resin of 
the Liquidambar tree) because the smoke drove the winged 
snakes away. Herodotus  described the flying reptiles as small 
with variegated markings, shaped like a water snake but 
with wing like membranes, like bat wings."
https://www.wondersandmarvels.com/2013/03/flying-snakes-in-ancient-

egypt.html

Was this a snake with wings or could it 
have been closer to a dimorphodon or 
todays kongomato that attacked fisher-

man in deep African jungles?

As the chinese zodiac shown on page 
20 separates snakes and dragons. This 
seems to illustrate that snakes could 

be separate creatures from the broader 
term, serpents.  Just as today dinosaur 
can reference dozens or hundreds of 

species of dinosaur.

Jesus spoke of another unknown ani-
mal today.  The cockatrice was worthy 
of mention in precious scripture space. 

This is what we sometimes imagine.           
What an odd looking animal.  Probably 
LESS like this...

AND MORE LIKE THIS...
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Lehi Taught the spiritual significance of the serpent event "and because of the simple-
ness of the way, or the easiness of it, there were many who perished.”  They were 
taught to look unto Jesus Christ!

TEMPORAL TEACHING TOOLS:

This teaching moment was to allow us to learn from 
physical, mortal lessons to look for spiritual growth 

and strength to him who can heal us if we but come 
unto him.  

LOOK TO JESUS CHRIST FOR 

HEALING.                          

LOOK AND YOU SHALL 

LIVE.
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The Suicide of Saul oil painting depicts a battle scene with men rid-
ing on a long necked sauropod-like dinosaur. The painting created 
in 1562 by Pieter Bruegel the Elder, is portraying Saul's defeat by the 
Philistines as describes in 1 Samuel Chapter 31.

The chinese culture is one of the oldest 
preserved cultures on earth.  They still 
use this zodiac calendar depicting 11 
known animals and a 12th
dragon. Why would they
have a dragon with these
real known animals if it
was a mythical creature. 

This mayan painting shows an animal with a fero-
cious appearance one might compare to a raptor or 

an allosaurus dinosaur known today. 
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A cockatrice is another animal unknown to us tody.  Jesus speaks of a 
cockatrice. I assume this is an extinct animal that lived thousands of years 
ago and has gone the way of the Dodo bird.  Let us recognize that the an-

cient people might have known of species that are extinct; animals we have 
never heard or seen.

BOOK OF MORMON
REFERENCES: 
Jaredites and serpents. The word serpent is ambigu-
ous at times.  The Chinese zodiac shows a snake and a 
dragon. This should help us separate the two ideas.

Now that we have separated the word serpent from 
other reptile like animals that might be extinct from 
the earth and wiped from our knowledge and under-
standing, we can group these creatures into another 
taxonomy other than that of snakes.

Ether 9:31 "And there came forth poisonous serpents also upon the 
face of the land, and did poison many people. And it came to pass 
that their flocks began to flee before the poisonous serpents, towards 
the land southward, which was called by the Nephites Zarahemla.
32 And it came to pass that there were many of them which did 
perish by the way; nevertheless, there were some which fled into the 
land southward.
33 And it came to pass that the Lord did cause the serpents that they 
should pursue them no more, but that they should hedge up the way 
that the people could not pass, that whoso should attempt to pass 
might fall by the poisonous serpents.
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We are asked to liken the scriptures unto ourselves. I ASK 
YOU dads and men, WHAT snake could chase you out of 

your homes and cause you to up and move?

ARE THESE THE 
SNAKES THAT 
COULD CHASE 

YOU AND YOUR 
FLOCKS AWAY 
FROM YOUR 

LANDS? 

WE DUG DEEPER! And in the days of Lib the poisonous serpents were destroyed. AND THEN "Wherefore they did go 
into the land southward, to hunt food for the people of the land, for the land was covered with animals of the 

forest." Why didn't they go HUNT in the land southward for 9 generations!?  Nearly 200 years!

GENERATIONS – 
Heth, 

Shez “live to exceeding old age, did build up many cities, 
Riplakish – lived 42 years, 

Morianton- exceedlingly great age, 
Kim, 
Levi, 

Corom “and after he had seen many days he did pass away”, 
kish, 

Lib “In the days of Lib the poisonous serpents were de-
stroyed”
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OBSERVABLE
SCIENTIFIC
EVIDENCE:

We have focused on historical evidence from 
ancient carvings, paintings, artifacts, and 

historical writings and scripture. Now we will 
touch on observable facts today that sub-
stantiate the hypothesis that dinosaurs are 

only thousands of years old. 

The discovery was an accident because 
they never expected to find soft  tissue in sup-
posed 66 million year old bone. She told her 
assistant to “do it again” even 16 times they 
did it and got the same result. As proper sci-

ence goes it was REPLICATABLE.

2005 - Mary Schweitzer finds soft tissue in Dinosaur bone!

Mary a PALEONTOLOGIST AT NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERISTY
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Watch the 60 minutes interview here:

This groundbreaking Discovery in the peer review process was 
not well received. They believed it was “impossible” and they 
thought the samples were contaminated. But this has now been 
proven to be real soft tissue without any infiltration or corruption 
in the samples.
   
Schweitzer said “I didn’t want to tell anybody. She was worried 
that she would be ridiculed for the discovery. Why would that 
be? 

She was in fact attacked. Thirteen years later, in 2018, she report-
ed other scientists were still “trashing her in the press”. Why would 
scientists fight this discovery?  Schweitzer later reported that she 
waited an entire year to tell scientists about the initial discovery. 
Why wouldn’t they be excited to learn new revolutionary infor-
mation? What prevailing theory or worldview would cause them 
to oppose this?    

This evidence suggests that 
dinosaurs were not mil-

lions of years old. These 
tissues only last 
around 30,000 
years. An outlier study 
shows 900,000 years. but that 
is a far cry from 65-150 million 
years.

What I personally saw 
in a microscope:

credit: Vince Newmeyer

Soft Tissue 
in Dinosaur 
Bone:
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Watch the 60 minutes interview here:

Why was her discovery so controversial?

https://www.discovermagazine.com/the-sciences/schweitzers-dangerous-discovery   

 https://www.youtube.com/live/gXHS_c6AHkQ?si=J4oWDLjYTQqCJnAR&t=931

THE PREVAILING THEORY in every text book 
and museum is that they are millions of years 
old. 
Remember, if they are not millions of years old 
this throws a wrench in the narrative of evolu-
tion. A massive wrench.

This is an industry with hundeds and thousands 
of scientists and support staff and universities 
teaching and profiting from this.  Millions upon 
millions in government grants. They have so 
much to lose.  

IF EVOLUTIONARY THE-
ORY FAILS, GOD WINS. 
Many do not want that. 

It is said that 9 in 10 evo-
lutionary scientists are 
atheist. 

Some now argue the the-
ory is in crisis. The alten-
berg 16 group called for 
an extended evolutiony 
synthesis to redress the 
data and arguments sup-
porting long held evolu-
tionary fundamentals. 

She did the test 16 times before reporting it.  And she waited a year. Which is NOT a 
required part of the scientific method.  But she is working on falsifiying it. This is how 
science is to be done. 

Iron in the blood; they are now looking to see how it can last so long.  Iron in hemoglobin 
when released is now being shown to preserve soft tissue.  Not to the extent 150 million 
years.  

The only problem here is the underlying assumptions that have not been reassesed. NO 
ONE has asked "COULD these fossils be younger thank 66 million years old?"   
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THIS IS GOOD SCIENCE

Science is repeatable, falsifiable, and observable. 

This might be the reason the discovery has been met with intense opposition:

A)  The research is hard to refute becasue it was done right.  They are now assuming iron was 
the preservation agent.  But this still does not get them to the 
time of the Jurrassic period (65-190 million years old)  They AS-
SUMED for decades that this wasn't even possible and therefore 
never even tried. The theory comes before the data.  

 You would think there would be collaboration on such a break-
through. "The problem is, for 300 years, we thought, 'Well, 
the organics are all gone, so why should we look for something 
that's not going to be there?' and nobody looks," Schweitzer 
said.  This demonstrates the power of personal bias and the 
effect of worldview beliefs on scientific advancement.

B) They have a lot to lose.  Museums, text books, and entire research programs are built 
around evolutionary theory.  Careers are dependent on the flow of money supporting the 
narrative.  This is how psuedoscience becomes institutionalized and entrenched. It is not con-
spiracy. It is massive groupthink.

NOW OTHER SCIENTISTS ARE DISCOVERING THIS. 

Mark Armitage made the discovery and was subsequently fired. “Mark’s arti-
cle was pure science,” Reinach said. “The article only presented his findings, 
and did not mention anything about his creationist beliefs.”

Another defendant in the case was CSUN biology professor, Dr. Ernest Kwok, 
who became Armitage’s new supervisor in June 2012.

The lawsuit stated that in the weeks leading up to his termination, Dr. Kwok 
confronted Armitage while in his lab, and allegedly shouted, “We are not 
going to tolerate your religion in this department.”
https://sundial.csun.edu/107775/news/former-csun-employee-receives-le-
gal-settlement-from-the-university/

So then, if dinosaurs are in fact less 
than 30,000 years old; when did 
they die?!  How did they die? Did 

they all die? 

Mark Armitage won a 
$399,500 settlement 
with California State 
University for wrongful 
termination.  Settling 
seems to mean they 
felt CSUN would lose in 
court.
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China: BURIED IN MUD AND SEDIMENT LAID 
DOWN BY WATER

Today we are finding mass graveyards dotting the GLOBE. 
ALL buried in the same time period by the same matrix ma-

terials: mud and sediment. These are only the discovered ones. 

Cuenca of eastern Spain: BURIED IN MUD AND 
SEDIMENT LAID DOWN BY WATER

Paleontologists say 5,000 dinosaur 
fossils have been excavated from 
a "fossil wall" in Puan Township, 
China. The wall is 150 meters long, 
eight meters high and two meters 
thick.  The unearthed fossils belong 
to at least five dinosaur kinds, 
such as ornithopods, sauropods 
and stegosaurs, and date back to 
the Jurassic period.

Read more here: https://www.geologyin.com/2017/06/giant-dinosaur-fossil-wall-discovered.html.  

The number of hadrosaur specimens from the site in total could 
number over 500, and possibly as many as 900. To date they 

have uncovered 8,000 bones from 8 different species. https://drprem.com/guide/thousands-of-dinosaurs-fossils-discovered-in-spain/

So... WHEN DID THEY DIE THEN?  
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Utah: BURIED IN MUD AND SEDIMENT LAID DOWN BY WATER
Dinosaur National Monument, Vernal Utah

Canada: BURIED IN MUD AND SEDIMENT LAID DOWN BY WATER

Dinosaur Provincial Park
"their bones were buried in new layers of sand and mud" 

At one location in the canadian monument, a bonebed of 
hundreds of Centrosaurus remains was discovered.  Some 
researchers believe that the animals died in a flood and 

were deposited together.  They are estimating more than 
1,000 centrosaurs were buried here:

https://parks.canada.ca/culture/spm-whs/sites-canada/sec02c
https://allosaurusroar.com/dinosaur-provincial-park-alberta-canada/

FOSSIL GRAVEYARDS:          
A mass dying.
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Morrocco: BURIED IN MUD AND SEDIMENT

 https://www.nps.gov/agfo/learn/nature/agate-bonebed.html

Morocco contains some of the world's richest fossil sites 
and has seen international interest from fossil collectors 

since the early 20th century. As interest in collecting 
fossils grew in the late 20th century, the Moroccan fossil 

trade grew into a lucrative industry of its own. More than 
50,000 Moroccans earn their living in mining, trading or 

exporting fossils and the industry itself is worth more than 
$40 million annually.

In Agate Springs, 
Nebraska a fos-
sil graveyard of 
around 9,000 
animals was found 
buried in alluvial 
deposits. The re-
mains of hundreds 
of rhinos, three-
toed horses, camels, 
giant wild boars, 
birds, plants, trees, 
sea shells and fish 
are mixed and in-
termingled in great 
confusion.

GOBI DESERT, 
MONGOLIA, 

Saurolophus skin 
well preserved.

The Ashley Beds 
was an enormous 
phosphate grave-
yard that contained 
mixed remains of 
man with land and 
sea animals, no-
tably crocodilians, 
ichthyosaurs, had-
rosaurs, plesiosaurs, 
whales, sharks,  ze-
uglodon, monkeys, 
rhinos, horses, mast-
odons, mammoths, 
porpoises, elephants, 
deer, pigs, dogs, and 
sheep.

The Gobi Desert is 
renowned as one 

of the richest areas 
in the world for the 
discovery of dino-

saur fossils, including 
the Velociraptor, 
Gallimimus, and 

Tarbosaurus.
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Fossils are found buried 
by mud and sediment. 
Secular sceintists say they 
fell into a river, ocean, 
or were buried in a local 
flood etc. We see this as 
evidence of Noahs world-
wide flood. 

Some were buried so quickly they didn't have time to finish dinner. 

Swiftly buried in mud perhaps due to violent shaking of their home.    
Uniformitarianism has been replaced with the asteroid theory due to the 

massive amount of evidence for catastrophic events. Arched necks showing drowning and suffocation.
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How do you get a Petrified Jelly 
Fish over millions of years?

Or Eggs to preserve? The Universal Model describes 
these processes in detail

This "Death pose" is com-
mon among dinosaur skel-
etons. Additionally they 
are now finding evidence of 
suffocation in the bones.  

Fossils provide universal 
evidence of rapid burial, 
and even agonizing death. 
Rapid burial is necessary to 
entomb organisms as the 
first step in fossilization.

Arched necks showing drowning and suffocation.

Massive Catastrophic Worldwide Flood
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THE SCIENCE  OF FOSSILIZATION

“As we brushed back the sediment, 
well-preserved white bones appeared. 

The skeletons, still arranged as they 
had been in life, looked as if they had 
been resting peacefully for millions of 

years. We guessed that the creatures 
had been buried in minutes, perhaps 
by a flash flood of an ancient river” 
(Sereno 1996: 116).Sereno, P. 1996. “Af-
rica’s Dinosaur Castaways.” National 

Geographic 189, no. 6.

It is clear that dinosaur remains were rapidly 
buried before substantial scavenging could take 
place. Remains of dinosaurs that were washed 
into the fluvial systems are found buried in actual 
river channels, whereas others are found out on 
the former floodplains at the location where they 
fell and were covered by sediments from floodwa-
ters that breached river banks.
Studies by taphonomists (paleontologists who 
study the transition of animals from the biosphere 
to the lithosphere; taphonomy literally means 
"burial laws") have shown that organisms that die 
on land in lush jungle locales are rarely fossilized. 
In these settings, there is little chance of being 
buried, scavenging vertebrates and insects are 
prevalent, bacteria that break down flesh and 
bones are abundant, and the soils are extremely 
acidic and tend to dissolve bones. 

Today deer, and elk, and cow 
bones are rotted, decayed, and 

scavenged in only 5-10 years 
before they are completely gone. 

NOT fossilized or petrified. 

American colonials killed millions of bison on the plains of the 
midwest. None of these fossilized or went through petrification. 
They needed to 
be in the correct 
environment for 
fossilization to 
occur. The mass 
event during the 
Universal flood 
was uncommon 
and extremly 
rare.  It was as 
God commanded. 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/what-are-the-odds-of-a-de/
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Fossilization and petrification was for the most part a one time event on earth.   
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"There is no science in the scriptures." some may say. It is only a 
spiritual account. Yes, prophets, mostly focused on spiritual mat-
ters but there are a few events that show temporal events accu-
rately and all things are connected to the spiritual world. 

Examples of science in scripture:
• Heliocentrism: "this is so; for surely it is the earth that moveth and not the sun" 

Helamen 12:15
• Earth and planet movement: "All things denote there is a God yea, even the 

earth... and its motion, yea, and all the planets which move in their regular form do witness 
that there is a supreme creator." Alma 30:44  This shows that the earth and planets do move and is evidence of a great cre-
ator!

• Reproduction: "and God sad, Let the earth bring forth the living creatrue after his kind," Genesis 1:25 we see no "transition-
al species" animals that interbreed between kinds usually become sterile.

• Reproduction: "And God blessed them, saying Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the waters."  They reproduce naturally, 

PETER WARNED OF SCOFFERS DENYING THE FLOOD. 2 Peter 2
 [2] That ye may be mindful of the words which were spoken before by the holy prophets, and of the com-
mandment of us the apostles of the Lord and Saviour:
[3] Knowing this first, that there shall come in the last days scoffers, walking after their own lusts,
[4] And saying, Where is the promise of his coming? for since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as 
they were from the beginning of the creation.
[5] For this they willingly are ignorant of, that by the word of God the heavens were of old, and the earth 
standing out of the water and in the water:
[6] Whereby the world that then was, being overflowed with water, perished:

THERE IS SCIENCE IN SCRIPTURES

All things continuing as they were from the beginning is a uniformitarianism point of view 
with things slowly evolving over millions of years. 
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Book of Mormon Display of Catastrophe

We see the Geologic destruction before Christ came to 
America:
"all these great and terrible things were done in about the space of 
three hours—and then behold, there was cdarkness upon the face 
of the land."
9 And the city of aMoroni did bsink into the depths of the sea, and 
the inhabitants thereof were drowned.

10 And the earth was carried up upon the city of aMoronihah, that 
in the place of the city there became a great bmountain.

12 behold, the awhole face of the land was changed, because of the 
tempest and the whirlwinds, and the thunderings and the light-
nings, and the exceedingly great quaking of the whole earth;    3 
Nephi 8:19

Scriptures speaking of a flood in every major book of 
scripture:
• D + C 138:41 "Noah who gave warning of the flood;"
• Moses 7:34 "And the fire of my indignation is kindled 

against them; and in my hot displeasure will I send in the 
flood upon them,"

• Mathew 24:38 "For as in the days that were before the 
flood they were eating and drinking, marrying and giving 
in marriage, until tht day that Noe entered into the ark,"

• Genesis 6:17 - "For I, even I, do bring a flood of waters 
upon the earth to destroy all flesh"  

• Alma 22

Massive destruction in the Americas in only 3 hours!  The scriptures spoke of 
an actual flood that killed all flesh.  The fossils show it, the history shows it. It 
was real. God brought the flood to save the righteous. We can seek him for 

safety then and now. 
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Mount St Helens - Catastrophe
On March 27, 1980 the world 

was shocked to see this explosive 
event. An eruption column rose 
80,000 feet (24 km; 15 mi) into 
the atmosphere and deposited 
ash in 11 U.S. states and two Ca-
nadian provinces. At the same 
time, snow, ice and several en-

tire glaciers on the volcano melt-
ed,forming a series of large la-
hars (volcanic mud slides) that 
reached as far as the Columbia 

River, nearly 50 miles (80 km) to 
the southwest. Steam and water 
flowed from out from inside the 

earth.

THE ENTIRE SIDE OF THE 
MOUNTAIN WAS BLOWN 

OFF. 
Equivalent to 24 Megatons 
of TNT. or 27,000 Nuclear 
bombs simultaneously ex-

ploding.

57 people died 
in the blast and 

aftermath of 
the destruction. 
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CANYONS FORMING IN A MATTER OF WEEKS

On March 19, 1982 spirit lake dam broke causing mud flows 
that formed a new canyon: the North fork of the Toutle river. 

Twenty-five foot thickness 
of stratified pyroclastic flow 
deposit which accumulated 
in less than one day on June 
12, 1980. The stratified flow 
deposit forms the floor of 

the pit in Figure 1 which was 
later eroded by mudflows 
to make the cliff exposure 

here.

Westward view looking down the North Fork of the Toutle River 
in August 1984. The rockslide and pumice deposited in the region 

of the headwaters of the river have been eroded to a depth of 
more than 100 feet forming a new dendritic drainage pattern.
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NO ORDINARY FLOOD: RAPID LAYER FORMATIONS COVERING HUN-
DREDS OF MILES

These flood waters covered the world in massive tsunami waves that 
have never been seen before or since. The layers left behind covered 

hundreds of miles, nearly entire countries in some instances. The Morri-
son formation, for example, touches Utah, Nevada, Arizona, Colorado, 

Montana, Idaho, Wyoming and arguably reaches into Canada.  

Randall Carlson Studied the magnatude of this flood and found boulders the size of a house moved by the 
flood waters. 

We see the uniform layers lined out smooth and even. 
This was not a long term process. 
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THE GRAND CANYON: The lack of biological activity between horizon-
tally deposited sedimentary strata and flat gaps between missing stra-
ta (paraconformities) indicates rapid deposition. This biological activity 
in the subsurface, known as bioturbation, includes the burrows created 
by small organisms such as worms, insects, marine animals, and other 

small animals.

FLOOD FORMATIONS

Trees petrified and upright shows the rapid nature 
of the layers.  NO tree would stand erect for millions 

of years withour eroding while layers slowly form 
around them.  

We learn from Mount St Helen's Spirit Lake how 
these formed from floating and bogged down logs. 

However this Universal flood would have been 200X 
the scale of that event. 

This, sandcle, sand art desk 
toy we play with at home 
displays how different col-

ored layers can be deposited 
quickly and still show layers 
that don't represent millions 
of years.   Ours settles down 
layers in around 5 minutes. 
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There are also many legends of cultures around the world speaking of a flood: While there are over a dozen we will only name a few:

GREECE: Deucalion and the Great Flood Zeus, in his fury, decided to punish humanity for Prometheus' actions. He planned to unleash a 
massive flood upon the Earth to eradicate all life. The flood was meant to be a cleansing and a lesson for humanity

CHINA - Yu the Great who founded the Xia Dynasty, the country’s first. According to legend, the region had been plagued by floods for 
decades, and Yu rose to prominence for taming them. Little sign of these floods had been found until recently, when a team of researchers 
reported evidence of a massive deluge of the Yellow River around 4,000 years ago.

CENTRAL AMERICA - The Aztecs believed that only Coxcox and his wife, Xochiquetzal, survived the flood. They took refuge in the hollow 
trunk of a cypress -or, in some versions, a small boat - which floated on top of the water and finally banked on a mountain in Culhuacan.

HAWAII - Nu'u was a man who built an ark with which he escaped a Great Flood. He landed his vessel on top of Mauna Kea on the Big 
Island. Nu'u mistakenly attributed his safety to the moon, and made sacrifices to it.

THAILAND - The first man and woman created by the supreme god, Phu Ruthua. A thousand years passed, their descendants were wicked 
and crude as well as not interested in worshiping the supreme god. The god got angry 
and punished them with a great flood. Fortunately, some descendants survived be-
cause they fled into an enormous magical gourd  

SUMARIA- The gods have decided to send a flood to destroy humanity. Enki, god of the 
underworld sea of fresh water and equivalent of Babylonian Ea, warns Ziusudra, the 
ruler of Shuruppak, to build a large boat, though the directions for the boat are also 
lost.
When the tablet resumes, it describes the flood. A terrible storm rages for seven days 
and nights. "The huge boat had been tossed about on the great waters." Then Utu 
(Sun) appears and Ziusudra opens a window, prostrates himself, and sacrifices an ox 
and a sheep.

CREE native Americans - Many centuries ago a great flood covered the earth, destroy-
ing all the nations. At that time, all of the tribes of the Coteau des Prairies climbed up 
the Coteau, a ridge emerging out of the prairie, in order to escape the rising waters. 
After the tribes had gathered, the water rose to cover them all, turning their bodies 
into a mass of red pipestone rock. From that day on, the Coteau has been considered 
neutral ground to all the tribes, and there they could meet in safety to smoke the 
peace pipe.

FLOOD LEGENDS
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NOAHS ARK: Myth or Reality?

Recent studies estimate the total number of living and extinct kinds 
of land animals and flying creatures to be 1,398. With our “worst-
case” scenario approach to calculating the number of animals on 

the Ark, this would mean that Noah cared for 6,744 animals.

How could he fit all the species 
and kinds?

Isn't it just a local flood?

Seems like a fun childs story

Noah was 600 years old! He was smart! He could have taken baby 
animals. They are smaller, they eat less and leave less waste. They 

also have longer breeding life after the flood.

There is also evidence the flood was in spring since petrified plants 
were budding and pinecones were closed etc.

NO doubt it was a massive feat! To build and load the 
ark. He might have used or hired locals for help. They 
might have worked for pay even though they didn't 

want to come along for a ride.
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NO Shitzu Poodle on the ark.

Nearly 200 new variations within the Dog kind in 
the last 150 years. All domestic dog breeds are able to 
interbreed to give birth to reproductively viable off-

spring.  This is because their genomes remain relative-
ly unchanged, despite their physical characteristics 

appearing so different.

AREN'T DOGS CHANGING INTO NEW BREEDS 
EVOLUTION? YES AND NO.

A short definition of terms is that micro evolution 
can be observed. While I prefer to call this specia-

tion and differentiation. The animals genome never 
changes beyond the kind. It is only modified within 

the genetic framework given by the creator. For 
example, a horse and a donkey mate and create 

a mule. A seeminlgy new kind of animal. however 
this animal is now sterile and cannot breed. 

Remember, God is a God of miracles.  He can do his own work!Remember, God is a God of miracles.  He can do his own work!
2 Nephi 27:202 Nephi 27:20

WERE DINOSAURS ON THE ARK?

We will cover that when we get to Dragons.  
Sneak preview... Was a giraffe on the ark? 

How do you know? because it is around today 
and survived the flood. Therefore if dinosaurs 
or dragons were alive after the flood and they 
can't swim, logically we can say they were on 

the ark.

https://www.sciencefocus.com/nature/are-any-dog-breeds-close-to-becoming-a-new-species
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SCIENCE IS LIMITED:
Can science explain how Jesus walked on water? 

Or how he raised lazerous from the dead?

Or how he calmed the stormy sea?

NO.  
Miracles will not always be explainable on this 

earth.  But we need not explain away the scrip-
tures just because we can't explain them in natu-

ralistic terms.

"As the heavens are higher 
than the earth, so are My 
ways Higher than your ways 
and My thoughts higher 
than your thoughts"      
                              Isaiah 55:9
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DID THEY FIND THE ARK?

1959-while scanning for missile silos near Russia they 
came across this formation: RON WYATT DID DEEPER 
DIGGING IN the 1980s ON THE MOUNTAINS OF ARA-

RAT.  He prayed with friends for an earthquake and the 
sides fell down around the formation. in 1987 there was 

an earthquake.

Many dismissed the site because 
it was too long. They were look-
ing for a 437 foot ark (based on 
he hebrew cubit) this object was 

about 515 feet. 

The Royal egyptian cubit was 
20.62" meaning the ark as de-

scribed in the bible at 300 cubits 
would be 515 feet.

Exactly the size of this object.
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DROGUE OR ANCHOR STONES WERE FOUND IN THE VALLEY BELOW.  
Near the city of, These were used anciently to stabalize boats. 

About 15 miles from the ark is the village of Arzep, 
formerly known as the Village of Eight, where the 
sea anchor stones were cut off the ark and landed 

underwater in this area.  

https://www.arkdiscovery.com/noahsarkstones.htm

On June 20, 1987, Turkish officials dedicated the site 
for the official location of Noahs ark!  

IF THEY DID FIND THE ARK, IT HAS POWERFUL IMPLICATIONS
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Why isn't the word DINOSAUR in the scriptures?
And for that matter why did you take so long to finally bring this up in the book? I'm sorry there is a lot to cover to connect the dots. You see 

there is a prevailing belief and paradigm in the mind of many and it takes a fair amount of evidence to sway the entrenched believer. 

Just as computer and satellite are modern 
words. They are also not in scripture. 

The word dinosaur wasn't coined until 1841 by 
Sir Richard Owen. Thus any animals of this 

type could very well have been classified as a 
type of dragon.

They would have been called Dragons.

This handsome lad is not Count Dracu-
la, this is Sir Richard Owen, Naturalist 

acclaimed for coining the term "terrible 
Lizard" Dino-saur in 1841

If you searth the term 
"dragon" in the 1957 
Websters Collegiate 

Dictionary it will shows 
"Now Rare" under the 

title. 

I have a copy for you if 
we meet in person. They 

can be purchased on 
Ebay as well. 

While the modern para-
digm that dragons are purely 
myth-similar to a fairies and 
mermaids - we maintain that 
there is substantial evidence 
showing dragons lived with 

man and were in fact dinosaurs. 
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As we make the connections between dinosaurs, dragons, flood-
fossils, scripture and historical records, we hope the image will 
become clear to you. This will change a lifelong paradigm for 
many who have been taught, since children, in museums and 
books, as I was, that these animals are millions of years old or 

are myths altogether. 

When a dragon gets dressed for the day he looks 
in the mirror to see a dinosaur looking back.  

Their similarities and comparisons seems to fol-
low logic as we see their many similar traits.

This is a faboulous documentary to get your hands on!

Today the flag of Wales is still 
a dragon.
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DRAGON LEGENDS pervade ancient and mod-
ern culutre alike.  They had similar reptilain 
traits across oceans for thousands of years.

Some of their traits were: wings and 2 to 4 legs, 
with scales, and hiding in caves.  Remember, 

just as there are different species and kinds of 
dinosaurs there were likewise many kinds of 

dragons.

This is a faboulous documentary to get your hands on!
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Dragons in History
Marco polo recorded encouters with Dragons:  

Marco Polo lived during the 13th and 14th cen-
turies A.D. He was originally from Venice, but 
he, his father, and his uncle travelled exten-
sively to the Far East. His book, The Travels of 
Marco Polo, document much of his exploration 
into the regions of China, Persia, Tibet, and 
Burma (Polo, 1961, preface). Polo spent much 
of his book detailing the interesting customs 
of different ethnic groups he encountered. He 
also focused on the different animals and plants 
associated with these tribes.

In chapter 49, Polo related items of interest 
found in a province named Karajan. He report-
ed that large quantities of gold were found in the rivers. He further noted that 
the citizens used cowrie shells as currency. He then described some of the animals 
associated with the area. He wrote:

Here are found snakes and huge serpents, ten paces in length and ten spans in 
girth [that is, 50 feet long and 100 inches in girth]. At the fore part, near the 
head, they have two short legs, each with three claws, as well as eyes larger than a 
loaf and very glaring. The jaws are wide enough to swallow a man, the teeth are 
large and sharp, and their whole appearance is so formidable that neither man, 
nor any kind of animal can approach them without terror. Others are of smaller 
size, being eight, six, or five paces long (1961, pp. 158-159).. 

Polo continued his chapter by explaining how the local citizens of the area hunted 
and killed the creatures. He noted that the creatures were nocturnal (assisted by 
“eyes larger than a loaf”), dwelling in “caverns” during the day to avoid the heat. 
After the creatures killed their prey, Polo wrote that they would find a water 
source such as a lake, spring, or river. The serpents’ massive bodies left “deep im-
pressions” in their paths “as if a heavy beam had been drawn along the sands” (p. 
159). The creatures followed these same rutted paths regularly. Since their route 
was predictable, the natives buried large “wooden stakes tipped with sharp iron 
spikes, which they cover with sand” (p. 159). Polo reported that these spikes so 
severely wounded the creatures that they died quickly.

The book Zuozhuan tells the narrative of how the “ancients 
raised dragons and how the state used the services of two 

clans known as the Dragon Rearers and the Dragon Tamers.” 
(Sterckx, R., The Animal and the Daemon in Early China, 

2012, p. 52.)

Ancient maps displayed "hic sunt dracones"  As west-
ern pioneers colonized tribal lands around the world, 
reports of dragons continued to come back to Europe. It 
became standard practice for cartographers to identify 
the unexplored regions at the periphery of their maps 
with the cryptic words: “Here be dragons!”
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Famous in the annals of 
British literature is the 
poem of Beowulf, the 

heroic Norse warrior who 
killed multiple dragons. 
In the end he died in the 
process of vanquishing a 

winged dragon.

The great Swiss naturalist and medical doctor 
Konrad Gesner published a four-volume encyclo-
pedia from 1516-1565 entitled Historiae Animali-
um. He mentioned dragons as “very rare but still 

living creatures” (p. 224). The story is told of a 
tenth century Irishman who encountered a large 
clawed beast having “iron on its tail which point-
ed backwards.” It had a head similar to a horse. 
It also had thick legs and strong claws. Could this 
have been a surviving Stegosaurus? (Ham, K., The 

Great Dinosaur Mystery Solved, 1999, p.33.)

Dragons in History

Above we 
see the poem 
of Beowulf 
written in Old 
English.  Noth-
ing like our 
English today, 
is it?
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Scientists dig up bones from the ground 
and do their very best to piece together the 

structure, muscle, fat, cartlidge, and skin 
based on hypothesis and guess work.  This 
is why they have made dinosaurs all types 
of colors in the past.  There is room for the 

imagination to go wild. Ancient people 
drew what they saw and may not have had 
the art skills or computer aids that we have 
today. If we put them together I believe we 

will get a better picture of these animals. 
For example we are told that dragons lived 

in caves and would come out to eat and 
sometimes terrorize towns. This seem consis-
tent with reptilian behaviors, and can teach 

us about dinosaur behaviors.

LEARNING FROM LEGEND AND SCIENCE

How would a scientist recon-
struct a hippo skull if never 

observed alive? While we give 
them immense credit for their 

effort and work, there just isn't 
enough information to get a 

100% complete picture of what 
the animal would have looked 

like.
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Dragons in History:    
St George and the Dragon

A dragon was terrorizing Siline in Libya, The king’s 
daughter was chosen as the next sacrifice, but Saint 

George saved her by killing the dragon with a lance. 
The king was grateful and offered George treasures, 
but George gave them to the poor instead. Today he 

has dozens of statues and monuments in honor.

We have pages of dragon stories and legends. This 
book is not long enough to hold them all but a few include:

Fafnir of Sweden who slayed the Dragon
A cobbler named Skuba killed Wawel the dragon in Krakaw Poland
Tristan of Ireland who slayed the dragon to save the princess Ysuet. 
Merlin's life was saved because he predicted 2 dragons lived under 
the new castle plot. They fought and one dragon escaped.

This picture of St george 
fighting the dragon always 
intrigued me. If it stood up 

and if we removed the wings 
it would look so much like a 
theropod, such as a raptor or 

juvenile allosaurus. 
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This author, Vance Nel-
son, compares the dragon 
legends with what kind of 
dinosaur might have been 

represented with the ancient 
drawings and depictions. See 

his book Dire Dragons.

This is a nice 
display showing 
side by side com-

parison of the 
dinosaur to the 
dragon it might 

represent.

This Dracorex Hogwartsia has a striking resemblance to 
a Dragon. This skull was recovered in Montana and is 

on display at the Museum of the Rockies.

One page exerpt from the book "Dire Dragons"
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I had to see for myself
I went to the oldest library I could find at the Univeristy of 
Utah. They had me wash my hands and then they placed 
the ancient Bestiary on foam wedges for me to view.  A Bes-
tiary is "a 
compendium 
of beasts" or 
animals of that 
time.  I was 
to turn pages 
very careful-
ly.  Written in 
Greek or Latin, 
I couldn't read 
a thing but 
the images are 
worth more 

These people are feeding dragon like 
creatures in the caves. Possibly to 

keep them at bay.

There seems to be different kinds de-
picted here: some with wings, some 

with 2 legs and others with 4

Closer up. these seem like dragons and maybe the cockatrice 
mentioned in the bible. 

Left: This next image seems to 
depict a dragon eating a cow. 
Above: an elephant being de-
voured by a serpent or dragon 

of some kind.
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Dragons in the Book of Mormon

The Nephites fight for a righteous cause.  

The people of Limhi began to drive the Lamanites before them; yet they 
were not half so numerous as the Lamanites. But they fought for their 
lives, and for their wives, and for their children; therefore they exerted 
themselves and like dragons did they fight.

This time the Lamanites fight,  lead by 
wicked Zarahemna.

yea, they did fight like dragons, and many of the 
Nephites were slain by their hands, yea, for they did 
smite in two many of their head-plates, and they did 
pierce many of their breastplates, and they did smite 
off many of their arms; and thus the Lamanites did 
smite in their fierce anger. Alma 43:44

HOW DID THEY KNOW WHAT DRAGONS FOUGHT LIKE?
 
Was it becasue they saw alligators or snakes as some suggeset?  
An alligtor is not ferocious to me. They lay out in the sun and easily 
scare. they are ambush predators.  This paradigm comes from a lack of 
understanding of dinosaurs and 
the big picture of the flood and 
creation. 

Why didn't they suggest a lion, 
bear, or leopard?  I think drag-
ons were much more ferocious. 

Ancient literature and sculputures of dragons 
match the scriptures.  This lends credibilitly and 
credence to the veracity of the Book of Mormon 
and other ancient writings.

Alligators do not seem like warriors to me
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A dinosaur / dragon in the Manti, Utah Temple

In 2024 the Manti temple had an open house for the 
public to come see. Several hundred thousand came 

through in 2 weeks. 

In the creation room is de-
picted long necked animals 

in the water and a pterosaur 
like animal flying with no 

feathers. My guesser is broken 
on the other two down by the 
pleisousaur looking animal.

This is the oldest mural in any 
of the temples for the Church 
of Jesus Christ of Latter Days 
Saints. This mural was paint-
ed by Carl Christian Anton 

Christensen. He was a mem-
ber who immigrated to Utah 

in 1857 and painted the mural 
in the 1880s. 
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If dragons... Also known as dinosaurs were alive after the 
flood and were not water-dwelling animals, they would 

have to have been on on the ark.  I often ask this to people 
who wonder: "How do we know if a Giraffe was on the ark 
or not?"  It is becasue they are around today and they sur-
vied the flood. The same goes for dragons. We are taught 
that "ALL flesh died that moved upon the earth, both of 
fowl, and of cattle, and of beast, and of every creeping 

thing that creepeth upon the earth, and every man: 22. All 
in whose nostrils was the breath of life, of all that was in the 
dry land, died.  This is clear and specific. If it wasn't on the 

ark it died.

Q: Dinosaurs were too dangerous and would eat everyone: 
A: Remember, Jurrassic park is a hollywood action film and 
what do hollywood do to films do best?  Dramatize, embel-
lish, exaggerate, and sensationalize. Lions and bears were 

on the ark amd they didn't eat Noah.  I've seen some pretty 
scary movies about lions eating man.

 
Q: Dinosaurs were too big:  A: The big ones were big, but 

they are now  buried in the mud as fossils.  The average di-
nosaur was about the size of a dog.  They were not all large.  
Look at their eggs. All of them are smaller than an osterich 

egg. 
We can get into the theory of why they were so large in the 

antidiluvian world. But for now I will just say, higher oxygen 
content, longer life span like Noah and Methuselah, and no 
rainbows before the flood. So there were some changes that 

took place.

Dinosaurs ON THE ARK...?
ADDRESSING THE SKEPTICS
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What happened to the dragons?

Dragons became pests. They 
were eating their sheep and 

princesses. 

Dragon slayers became heroes.

There was no endangered spe-
cies list. It was kill on sight.

They might not have adjusted 
to the post flood climate. 

Similar to how animals today 
go extinct. Lions habitat loss 

shown below

REASONS THEY ARE SO RARE:

Dragons could have been trophies.                   

Ancient people used dragon blood 
and other parts in recipes.

Lions were, at one time, living and thriving in Greece and up as far as En-
gland, Germany, and and modern day Turkey.  See the documented decline.

In the last 500 years we 
have seen the extinction 
of 784 species including 
338 vertebrates. 359 in-

vertebrates and 87 plants 
in the last 500 years
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IS EVOLUTIONARY THEORY REALLY THAT BAD?
If we haven't covered the type of evolution we are disputing. 
The word evolution can be ambiguios. So lets clear this up. 

We do not dispute "change over time". Everyone see this.

"The common descent of all life on earth from a single ancestor 
via undirected mutation and natural selection" or darwinian 
evolution hasn't been proved, verified, or scientifically docu-
mented.  This type of evolution has serious moral deficiencies.      

The lack of accountability leaves a vaccum.

Bill Nye the Science guy is a role mod-
el for millions of children in schools 

today.  I watched him in middle 
school growing up at least once a 

week.
 

He is a strong advocate of darwin-
inan evolution. 

Today on the Netflix series "Bill Nye Saves The 
World" one episode promotes multiple genders. 

He teaches that gender is spectrum and there are 
not just 2 genders. Then he continues to rock out 
to the singer talking about her vagina, sex choic-

es, and other vile and raunchy topics. 

She sings "its evolution, nothing new"
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Most of the communist 
dictators were adopters 
of darwinistic evolution.

“the communist core idea that violent revolution, in 
which the strong overthrow the weak, was a natu-
ral, inevitable part of the unfolding of history from 
Darwinistic concepts and conclusions.  Evolution ef-

fects sociology, business development, anthropology, 
every area of our lives.”

 
The Darwinian Foundation of Communism Repro-

duction of the article at answer is genesis site

by Jerry Bergman. https://sites.google.com/site/luis-
afonso/darwinandcommunism

CONSEQUENCES OF EVOLUTIONARY THEORY

“All that is non-viable in nature invariably perishes… we humans 
have transgressed the laws of natural selection in the last decades.  

Not only have we supported inferior life-forms, we have encouraged 
their propagation... Individuals lower than any beast.”     

Opfer der Vergangenheit (Victims of the Past) was used  in order 
to bolster public support for the 

planned T-4 Euthanasia Program 
for the mentally ill, which they 

called “inferior life-forms,” 

Many miss the part of Darwins 
book that says "or the preservation 

of favoured races in the struggle 
for life"  The book supports the idea 
that some races are further evolved 

and others are less advanced, and 
therefore, less valuable.

"No intelligence allowed" 
free documentary By Ben 
Stein found at this QR 
code. 
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One of the first of many school shoot-
ings, sadly, was the Columbine, Colorado 

Shooting.  Eric was spouting darwinian 
views such as his shirt that said "NATU-
RAL SELECTION" on the day he went in 
to the school carrying guns and Ammo. 

Between 1939 and 1941 over 100,000 
physically and mentally disabled Ger-
mans were killed in secret, without the consent of their families.

Margaret Sanger, founder of 
Planned Parenthood, said"The 
most serious charge that can be 
brought against modern 'benev-
olence' is that it encourages the 
perpetuation of defectives, de-

linquents and dependents. These 
are the most dangerous elements 
in the world community, the most 
devastating curse on human prog-

ress and expression.“
https://www.icr.org/article/evolu-
tion-american-abortion-mentali-

ty/
She advocated applying "a stem 
and rigid policy of sterilization 
and segregation to that grade 
of population whose progeny is 

already tainted, or whose inher-
itance is such that objectionable 
traits may be transmitted to off-

spring."

Evolution can make life seem less precious and 
valued. Therefore, discarding life is not a moral 

dilemma for those with no morality. 

But Eugenics 
ALSO 

appened in 
America.
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When they are learned they think they are wise, and they hearken not unto 
the counsel of God, for they set it aside, supposing they know of themselves, 
wherefore, their wisdom is foolishness and it profiteth them not. And they 
shall perish. But to be learned is good if they hearken unto the counsels of 
God.” (2 Nephi 9:28-29)

LOSS OF HOPE:
Dr Will Provine "oh I was a christian... He (his college professor) started talking 
about evolution as if it had not design in it whatsoever. I want you to stand up in 
front of the students and tell them a lack in evolution.  I read that book so care-
fully and could find  no sign of there being any design whatsoever in evolution.  I 
immediately began to doubt the existence of the diety. But it starts by giving up 
an active diety and then it gives up the hope that there is any life after death. 
when you give those two up the  rest goes easily. give up the hope in an immi-
nent morality and then hope in free will.  There is no hope whatsoever of there 
being any meaning in life. We live and we die and then we are gone" 

  William Ball Provine (February 19, 1942 – September 1, 2015) was an American 
historian of science and of evolutionary biology and population genetics.  
He was recently diagnosed with brain tumor.

EVOLUTION can LEAD TO A LOSS OF FAITH and HOPE; IT can LEAD TO ATHEISM

Ben Spackman, a PHD student at BYU, is ironically an evolutionist but 
shares how his frind left faith due to evolutionary theory. 
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Evolution cannot find the origin of life. 

The theory begins with a bang and ends with death and decay. 
HOW does life form from rocks on a cold wet earth? 

Their theory is that after the meteors crashed into each other for billions of 
years, it rained upon the rocks somehow and over time abiogenesis oc-
cured. Although, they have never been able to produce a single protein in 
a controlled envoronment. What makes them think something as complex 
as DNA could form from a harsh environment.  The law of thermodynamics 
states that things deteriorate into chaos and decay not organization and 
design. 

DNA is the most complicated information system on earth. As we learn 
more about DNA, we are finding a more increasingly complex information 
system that directs cells.  It is more advanced than any computer program 
on earth that were also created by intelligent minds. 

The chances of getting amino 
acids to align sufficiently in a row 
to form proteins, is like getting a 
perfect match on a slot machine 
and doing it perfectly over 250 
times!!

The Origin of Life

I, God, moved upon the waters. God made man from 
the dust of the earth. "Male and female created he 

them" Gen 1: 2,27

Why is it so hard for man to believe in God? Why do 
they look for things they cannot 

understand? 

You might be surprised how much faith it takes 
to believe in abiogenesis.  Some might argue it is 

an ideology more than a scientific theory. 

     Learn more about probabili-
ty of DNA forming by random 

chance from this video:

Imagine getting the jackpot on 
250 of these at the same time!

A simpler plan to have faith in:
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What is up with carbon and radiometric Dating?
"Don't scientists have rigorous testing methods for accurately measuring dates 
of rocks and fossils?  Don't you trust carbon dating, Jeremy?"

Good question. Carbon dating only works for things less than 50,000 years old, 
usually. The dating methods most common are radoiometric, finding the half 
life of isotopes.  The methods are: argon-argon dating, potassium-argon, ura-
nium and others. 

BUT HOW DO WE KNOW IF THEY ARE ACCURATE?
We have to test it with the known ages of rock.  The tests have shown consistent 
old ages in rocks formed with known ages.  See below the figure displaying the 
KNOWN age to the MEASURED age.  What has gone wrong? 

Rocks don't come with the ages stamped on them 

The formula is ACCURATE. YES, I said that. The formula is accurate.
It is the assumptions and inputs that are throwing off the dates.     

If one of the 3 critical assumptions is off the dates can be far off.     
1) No daughter atoms or decay products were initially in the system     
2) Parent and Daughter atoms cannot leave the system     
3) Constant decay Rate: the rate at which the parent atoms decay 
must have been constant in the past and the same as today's mea-
sured rates. 

Research credit: Contested Bones, Rupe, Sanford, 2017 pg. 250                                        
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Missing Links... Still Missing
Our childern are being taught in schools and museums that they evolved from an ape.  This is what has got me motivated to 

put time and energy into sharing the truth.

Yes Donald Johanson the 
man who discovered the 
"lucy Bones" is an atheist. 
He speaks at the Freedom 
From Religion conference.        
  
They found less than 30% 
of a skeleton. He went out 
with a grant to "find a 
missing link" Some of the 
bones from the site were 
from a pig. I wish we had 
space to dig more into the 
crazyness here!

Hear what he says 
about God and religion 

here:

There have been no links found between animals kinds. No 
cat-dogs or the like. I've watched many debates on the topic 

and there just isn't proof without the millions of years. So what 
are they finding from these so called missing links?

"Lucy" is more like art than science.   
Today she is debunked with the Piltdown man and all the others. 
Today she is shown to have just been nothing more than an ape.
Read "Contested Bones for more information", 
Look up Piltdown man fraud that plagued our textbooks for de-
cades.

One day we 
will look back 
in awe at what 
was distorted 
and presented 

as "science."
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What I'm trying to say is, YOU ARE MAGNIFICENT!

YOU WERE INTENTIONALLY CREATED IN GOD'S IMAGE WITH SO MUCH LOVE!

NOW I ASK, as Jesus asked the Brother of Jared.                           
DO you see that He created You?
  
"Seest thou that ye are created after mine own image? 
Ether 3:15.

You are worthy of his love.  
Reach out to feel his love. 
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BONUS Pages: MEMES
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IF DRAGONS ARE A MYTH WHY ARE THEY 
PLASTERED ON MY BEDROOM WALL, MY TV 
SCREEN, MY PILLOW, BEDSHEETS, AND MY 
DREAMS ARE FILLED WITH DRAGONS? HMMM
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Many say they couldn't go unnoticed with so many people on earth and 
cell phones with a camera now.

However, the jungle gorilla wasn't discovered until 1901. Water dwelling, 
nocturnal, or amphibious animals can hide under water and almost com-
pletely disappear.
 
The Africans said they had a zebra-giraffe hybrid. Westerners didn't 
believe them until they brought out pelt of, what we now know as, an 
okapi.

We have shown that seemingly mythical animals lived with ancient peo-
ples just hundreds of years ago as "dragons." 

BONUS Pages: Dinosaurs living today.
You are thinking right now, "I suspected you were crazy, but now I'm sure you are nuts!" 

NOW YOU HAVE LOST IT!

Could there really be some alive on our small planet? 

The tasmanian tiger was thought to be extinct but 
there may be sightings of this animal today.

This jungle gorilla was a mystery before 1901. 
Amazing what we are still learning Natives said they had this animal, we didn't believe.
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OGOPOGO

Ogopogo is a lake monster said to inhabit 
Okanagan Lake in British Columbia, Canada.                                                                          
They have statues, souveniers, and festivals in 
its honor.

Here are some of the lakes with additional sightings.

Nessie, in Loch Ness, Scotland
Morag, in Loch Morar, Scotland
Lagarfljót Worm, in Lagarfljót, Iceland
Ogopogo, in Okanagan Lake, Canada
Lariosauro, in Lake Como, Italy
Champ, in Lake Champlain, Canada and US
Memphre, in Lake Memphremagog, Canada and US
Bessie, in Lake Erie, Canada and US
Nahuelito, in Nahuel Huapi Lake, Argentina
Muyso or Monster of Lake Tota, in Lake Tota, Colom-
bia
Van Gölü Canavarı or Lake Van Monster, in Lake Van, 
Turkey
Inkanyamba, in Howick Falls, South Africa
Flathead Lake Monster, Flathead Lake, Montana, US
Lake Prespa, Albania, 
More not listed

This statue sits off the lake to-
day in the city of Kelowna.

This picture taken recently in 2022. 
Watch the interview with the eyewit-
ness using the QR code to the right.

CHAMP
LAKE CHAMPLAIN is 107 mi long 
and 14 mi across at its widest point, 
with a maximum depth of approx-
imately 400 ft. Sightings of the 
champ monster are now listed on 

signs next to the lake. 

Sandra Mansi testifies that she watched the animal for 7 minutes and her         
photo has never been debunked.

Champ sightings are documented next to the lake. And they have mascots and 
floats during the annual parade representing the animal sighted. 

SIGHTINGS IN THE WATER

New York law protects the animal
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SIGHTINGS IN THE AIR

THUNDERBIRD

OH I forgot these other water sightings: 

April 26,1890 the Tombstone Epitaph published an incredible article of 
six gunslingers shooting the Tombstone Thunderbird right out of the 
sky.

Today Jonathan Whitcomb documents 
pterosaur sightings from California to 
Austrailia and Papua New Guinea

Honestly I have no information on this photo

Similar to the tombston photo. with less description.

Kongamatos are large pterosaur-like cryptids liv-
ing in tropical and subtropical regions of Africa, 
particularly in Zambia, the Congo, and Angola.
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SIGHTINGS ON THE LAND

Mokele Mbembe - Congo

This eyewitness is being interviewd about his sighting

Roy mackal has been to the Congo looking for the animal

The people are identifying pictures of known and un-
known animals. They point to a long necked dinosaur 
and say we have that here! Credit: William Gibbons

Exploer Michel Ballot 
finds a foot print in the 
sand.  He is still doing 
expeditions into the 
Congo.

The congo has 690,000 square miles, largely unexplored.
There are approximately 10, 000 species of tropical plants 
in the Congo Basin and 30 percent are unique to the re-
gion including endangered wildlife, and forest elephants. 

Roy Mackal ex-
plored the region 
and documented 
his findings in his 
book. The foot 
print is document-
ed in his travels.

Learn more 
with this link
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Jeremy has spent his professional life working in Real Estate.  After his 2 oldest sons formed a strong in-
fatuation with dinosaurs, Jeremy found a fascination in the idea that they could have lived with man, 

supporting scriptural accounts, and aligning with a less popular creation science. Sharing the truth of the 
literal creation, with fossils and history to support the narrative, is a refreshing experience for Jeremy. He 
has now put time into sharing these truths with others to promote faith in a time of need. His wife and 4 
kids have been a tremendous support and inspiration. They are owed a debt of gratitud for their time, 

sacrifice, and support.

IN THE BEGINNING GOD CREATED 
THE HEAVENS AND THE EARTH.
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